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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The three-channel extrusion provides more light output.

Patent Number: US D695,953 S

Construction of high-performance lighting fixtures
Good heat dissipation
Three-channel housing for flexible or hard LED strips that are
8-12mm wide (0.47")
Multi-purpose

FINISH :
Silver anodized     
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Application

- used as interior lighting, especially to light cabinets, glass-cases, or as a decoration light for a niche in drywall
ceilings
- due to the possibility of installing three strips inside the extrusion it can be used as a primary energy-efficient
light source

Assembly

- with screws appropriately selected for the mounting surface, on dedicated mounting strips
- with mounting adhesives appropriately selected for the surface

Additional information

The three-channel extrusion provides more light output. IP 67 version can be also used as an outdoor lighting
for elevations or architectural elements of gardens.

- eliminates obstacles related to LED light strip mounting
- extrusion acts as the connector between the light source and the application area and provides a stylish and
finished look
- lighting or illumination of certain areas (stream of light may vary depending on the power of applied LEDs)

Turn off LED lights during peak day light hours in outdoor applications to avoid excessive heat buildup which will
result in diminished LED life.
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Mounting method Surfance

Application furniture lighting

Mounting method Suspended

Application main lighting

Material Aluminum

Finish Silver anodized

place of installation indoor installation

Mounting method suspended mount

Mounting method surface mount (simple installation)

Number of LED strips 3

TECHNICAL DRAWING
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RELATED EXTRUSIONS

TETRA-43
Mounting Track
Ref:
W4476ANODA

TETRA-78
Mounting Track
Ref:
W4508ANODA

RELATED PRODUCTS

COVERS

HS-12 Cover clear
Ref: 00158

K12 Cover clear
Ref: 00156

HS-12 Cover frosted
Ref: 00157

K12 cover frosted
Ref: 00155

END CAPS

TRIADA End cap
Ref: 00090

ACCESSORIES

ZD UCHO Hanger
Ref: 42513

PUSZ-LIN-ZD
Fastener
Ref: 42257

PUSZ-PRET-ZD
Fastener
Ref: 42251

8,8x1,2 Gland
Ref: 00802
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